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Suffolk and Beacon Hill
join forces for charity
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By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff

it

ta uran ts
joined
forces to
- President
help the
homeless
with Thursday’s “The Taste of Bea
con Hill” at the Beacon Hill Ball
room in the Holiday Inn on Cam
bridge Street.
Guests had the opportunity to

Center and
the Beacon
David J. Sargent Hill Business
---------------------------- Association,
a non-profit
organization dedicated to showcas
ing Beacon Hill and its businesses
while preserving the neighborhood’s
uniqueness.
“If you put your mind to any-

thing, especially if it’s charity and
non-profit, you can do it,” Bina ex
plained.
Mayor Thomas M. Menino, de
scribed by Bina as “ the champion of
the residents and the business com
munity,” recognized the importance
ofgroups uniting for a cause, whether
it is homeless, charity or improving
the community.
“This is what makes Boston greatpeople working together to make
their community better,” Menino
said.
Suffolk University President
David J. Sargent said he was inter
ested in helping with the event be
cause of the connection with the
Paulist Center. He commended the
Wednesday NightSupper Club for
not only its role as a neighborhood
soup kitchen, hut for the way it pre
sents itself.
“ People are fed and treated with
greatrespect in a family annosphere,”
he explained.
Sargent said Sansone introduced
the idea of the event to him, and he
immediately thought it was a good
idea.
“We are trying to create better

Students search for
off-campus housing
By Glenn Maffei
Journal Contributor
As some of the select housing recipients by
luck of the draw decide not to live in the
Suffolk dorms next semester, some of the
many upperclassmen waitlisted because of a
lack of space have received word that they
have until Friday to submit the $350 deposit.
Sixty-eight returning dorm residents
failed to deposit on time, therefore disquali
fying them from the housing process.
Adam Featherston, who has lived in the
dorms for three consecutive years, just re
ceived notice that he is eligible for housing
nextyear. “The key for me is the convenience
of on-campus housing,” said the 21-year-old
junior, “although I’d rather pay $600 to
$800 (per month) with three other room
mates for a place by Northeastern, and do
what I want, when I want.”
“I want an apartment that I can walk into
as a 21-year-old with a 30-pack and not have
to worry about cops,” he continued.
With dorm housing costs rising arid space
availability falling, current residents are be
ing driven to off-canrpus housing in a tight
real estate market and expensive area.
Living at 150 Tremont costs $ 10,150 per
year, just under $1300 per month for a

kSIDE THE
Journal

double room.
Two smdents seeking housing with $ 1300
could likely move into an average-sized and
clean apartment on Beacon Hill, the Back
Bay or other high class areas of Boston, said
Richard Drinkwater, a realtor widr Coldwell
Banker.
An off-campus apartment usually requires
a year-long lease, but subletting is rarely a
problem, said the Beacon Hill realtor.
Considering location is a key factor in
detennining housing rental costs, the dorm’s
rates are not necessarily unreasonable, ac
cording to Director of Residence Life Maureen
Owen. The price also includes security, all
utilities, community programs and a meal
plan that costs over $1800 per year. The
dorm also offers an atmosphere that can be
conducive to learning, Owen said.
But just a block away, Emerson College
dorms, housing a combined 1200 students
compared to 150 and 131 Tremont’s com
bined 506, only costs $5,510 per year for a
double. However, this number does not in
clude a meal plan costing double that of
Suffolk’s, which all Emerson dorm residents
are required to subscribe to.

HOUSING

continued on Page 11

Alisha Cox - Journal Staff
Suffolk student Angela Buffoni and fellow chef Peter
Ballarin of The Hungry I served over 500 Beacon Hill
residents at “The Taste of Beacon Hill" on Thursday.
relations with the neighborhood and
let them know that we are respon
sible members of the community,”
Sargent said. “We cherish that rela
tionship (Suffolk and Beacon Hill)
that we had over the years, not with
out strain of course.”
Bina said that the event was only

BEACON HILL
continued on Page 3

Science 301 debate
By Jill Casey & Helene Gauthier
Journal contributors

Science 301: Science and Technology To
day. This class, based on the principle of
educating smdents to learn to intelligently and
critically discuss contemporaryscience issues,
has generated hostility by most students who
have to take it.
“I think having to take Science 301 is
bunk,” said Mary Kate Eccles, an English ma
jor. A prospective kindergarten teacher, Eccles
sees no point in having to take another science
class.
As part of the College ofArts and Sciences
core requirements, all students must take a
two-semester lab science sequence. Then they
have to complete SCI 301 to complete their
science requirement.
According to William E. Good, coordina
tor of the program, the class’s purpose is to
ensure that students realize the impact of
science on their daily lives, something that is
usually not evident to all when they begin the
semester. Questionnaires are handed out on
the first and last day of classes for students to
mark how comfortable they feel while having
science-related discussions.
“In general, people feel more comfortable
after having had the course, about talking
about science and engaging in a conversation
then they would before,” Good said. “Our

Opinions & Editorials
Gillian grades Depp’s “Blow” and
Kurt is blown away by Me First
and the Gimme Gimmes.
Pages 4-5

possible because ofSuffolk’s contri
butions and all of the Beacon Hill
businesses involved.
“This event came together because
of everyone in the community,” he

goal really is to teach the vocabulary.”
Advertising major Andy Hebb agreed, “The
class was about getting involved with the teacher
and discussing issues with other smdents.”
According to Dean of College of Arts and
Sciences Michael Ronayne, Suffolk received a
grant for about $20,000 in 1994 from the
National Science Foundation to start this
required class. “To play the role ofcitizens and
make good judgement on public policy, you
need to understand science,” he said. This
course hopes to accomplish that goal.
Some students argue that taking three sci
ence classes is too many. Public relations major
Robin Wise felt a two-semester sequence was
more than enough science, especially with SCI
301’s content. “I thought a lot of what we
covered was common sense science that you
should already know,” she said.
Chemistry department chair Doris Lewis
supported the class because it deals with cur
rent topics, such as human cloning and global
warming. “If you read the headlines today
most of the issues that affect your life are
science-related,” Lewis said. She is part of a
committee that reviews the questionnaires sm
dents fill out and uses the information to tailor
the class around their concerns.

SCIENCE
continued on Page 11

S P O KTS

Alisha blows off her Globe re Softball blows away the competi
sponsibilities and Jeremiah strives tion and men’s tennis is not expe
to keep kids off drugs.
rienced enough to be on top.
Pages 6-9
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SGA passes Beacon
Yearbook budget
By Megan Matteucci
Journal Staff
Student GovernmentAssociation approved
a $28,000 Beacon Yearbook budget for next
year in a 22-0-0 vote, despite no applicant for
editor and no returning staff members.
“Tliere only four of us on staff,” Beacon co
editor Brandy Lungelow said. “No one has
applied to be editor yet.” Lungelow and Kia
Andrews, the co-editors, are both seniors.
However, Class of 2001 Representative
Caroline Corayer said there is no rule that a
staff or officers is required for a btidget to pass.
“Tliere is nothing in the treasurer’s manual
stating that an editor needs to be selected prior
to budget approval,” Corayer said. “In past
years, the yearbook editor hasn’t been selected
until the fall.” ■
The Beacon had no applicants for editor at
the end of last spring semester. Senior Eric
Correia had signed on for the position early in
the fall, but he resigned soon after. Lungelow
and Andrews were recruited in October.
Lungelow assured SGA that a yearbook
editor will apply. “They’ll find someone to be
editor. It’s just a matter of time,” she said.
“People usually wait until their senior year
anyway.”
Acting Director of Student Activities
Aurelio Valente was hopeful that an editor will
apply. “Unfortunately you can’t just follow
the policy black and white, or there will be no
yearbook [without a budget],” hesaid. “Hope
fully, someone will rise to the occasion next
year.”
Beacon Yearbook advisor Lydia Sadusingh
said, “If no one applies, we’ll have to talk to
SGA and the senior class.”

SGA Treasurer Erik Travers said that the
yearbook can always recruit editors for next
year over the summer. “We can always take
their budget away if there is no yearbook,” he
added.
Travers said the main reason the budget
went up is due to inflation. Lungelow did not
know lastyear’s budget, butsaid itwas similar
to thisyear’s. “No money willbe wasted,” she
said. “The entire budget willbe used.”
The yearbook, which is printed by Herff
Jones Publishers, costs $57 abookforthe350
seniors, totaling $ 19,950 and extras including
a special world section, proofs, shipping, mail
ing and a color graduation photo, totaling
$25,800. The remainder of the yearbook
budget is for mailings, copying, office supplies,
advertising and developing photos.
“It’s important to keep the budget at least
$28,000 because of the color pages and layout
of the senior class costa lot,” she said. “Tlie first
30 pages are all seniors.”
Travers said that he thinks the $28,000
budget is appropriate because each senior
receives a yearbook for free. “After all the
money we’ve given over four years or more to
this university, it’s a nice gesture to the seniors,”
he said.
Lungelow said a yearbook is important and
essential for students to remember their college
careers. “It’s important to have a yearbook
because that is the life-long memories we have
here atSuffolk,” shesaid. “Ifyou don’thave it,
you only have your own memories. It’s our
history ofwhat we did and it’s symbolic of our
college life.”

SGA
continued on Page 11

OPEN OFFICE HOURS WITH
PRESIDENT SARGENT

Thursday, April 12,2001
1:00-2:30 p.m.
President David Sargent invites you to meet
with him (no appointment necessary) to ask
questions, express concerns,
suggest ideas,and tell him how you feel about
Suffolk.
Please take advantage of the opportunity to
meet and speak with the President.

HE WANTS TO HEAR FROM YOU!!

One Bemm street - 25th Fhor

SI:

Photo Courtesy of Yvette Velez
Erin Curran volunteers with SOULS for the alternative spring break in
Exemore, Va. Twelve students helped build houses and improve the
community. Other community service efforts included at this Friday's
upcoming fourth annual Suffolk SOULS Service Day. Volunteer
opportunities include Jumpstart, the Paulist Center, Little Brothers
Friends of the Elderly, AIDS Action Committee, Boston Senior Home
Care, Prison Book Program and Ellis Memorial. Registration forms are
available in the SOULS office, Donahue 537.

Sagan lab links to
Marine Field Station
By Jill Casey
Journal Contributor
Three Suffolk students from the computer
engineering department are currently working
on a project in the Sagan Lab that will allow
biology students to checkbiological measure
ments at the Friedman field station in
Dennysville, Maine, from a Web site in Boston.
This will allow students to workon Friedmanbased projects in Boston without having to
travel eight hours to the site.
Rudy Rudy, Chen Xiang and Pereira Anson,
all computer engineering majors, have taken
this on for their senior project. The students
are utilizing the Sagan Lab throughout the
semester in order to develop hardware and
software. The students are creating software
and hardware to get the information from
Maine to Boston.
Dr. Walter Johnson of the physics depart
ment came up with the idea for the Web site
after numerous bus trips were taken back and
forth to the site from Boston. Shuttles have
taken 50 students at a time to the site for
fieldwork. This project will allow students to
work from Boston on projects based at the
field station. In the past, most of the research

was done over in the summer months.
The sensors will not be limited to tempera
ture measurements, but will also check the
salinity of Cobshook Bay. If a student needs
to know what the temperature was a year ago
they will be able to access this through graphic
displays on the Web site. The software will
allow for future additions of other types of
biological measurements.
According to the engineering students on
the project, a lot of research went into the
project. They acquired the fundamental skills
in their classes to produce software, but there
was still a lot for them to learn.
So far the project has been very successful,
99 percent of the time they are able to access
the information through the sensors. The
students plan to have the Web site up and
running by the end of the semester. It is
completelywireless communication, which will
allow the sensors to be “maintenance free,”
said Rudy.
Johnson has been in contact with Frank
Sagan and says the donor is very excited about
the project.
Ayear ago Sagan, the 80-year-old alumnus,
donated $ 150,000 to further hydrogen-based
projects by Suffolk students.

Students throng to
co-op summer job fair
By Victoria Petitto
Journal Contributor
The Ridgeway gymnasium was crowded
with undergraduate students looking for sum
mer jobs last week.
Career Services and Cooperative Educa
tion held its annual summer co-op job fair in
the gym Tliursday afternoon. Students showed
up in suits, shirts and ties, dresses and skirts to
give off a good impression to prospective em
ployers. The main attractions seemed to be the
tables for Fidelity Investments, State Street
Corporation, and other companies where
business majors would be welcomed.
This does not mean that othet majors were
left out. T/ie Boston Globe, Key Education

Resources and Massachusetts General Hospi
tal, among others, were also present. However,
some scheduled companies did not show up,
discouraging some students from attending. “ I
think itwas pointless for me to go. Ifwhat I’m
looking for is not there, then why should I
bother?” asked sophomore Leila Mounheim.
There were other potential jobs available
for those students looking for a job whether it
had anything to do with their major or not.
The Museum of Science was there, as were
representatives of summer camps recruiting
camp counselors and other such employers.
The second option for students who were
unable to find anything of intetest at the job
fait is to go to the Career Services and Co-op
Education Office at 20 Ashburton Place and
ask for a listing of available jobs.
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Beacon Hill and Suffolk
give to the Paulist Center
■ BEACON HILL

of Beacon Hill get involved. “Many of them
know of the work we do, but many people on
said. He said he was particularly pleased with the Hill are also unaware of all we do for the
Suffolk’s involvement, describing the univer community,” hesaid. “In our neighborhood,
sity as “a special neighbor that approached us an aparnnent goes for $2,500 a month and
[theTaste of Beacon Hill planners]."“They are there are so many people who are a paycheck
extremely generous and extremely helpful,” away from being homeless.”
Bina added.
The Paulist Center is strictly volunteer and
Bina presented Father John Ardis, director is funded primarily from Project Bread, Ardis
of the Paulist Center, a check for $5,000. The explained. The center originally started Project
Beacon Hill Business Association will receive Bread 32 years ago with the Walk for Hunger.
the remainder of the proceeds raised from the
“We’re frozen at the grant level we’ve gotten
for four or five years,
event.
“The gift you pro- -------------------------- ----------------------------- even though the prices
vide VIS with tonight will
of food have gone up
help us continue to
and more and more
serve our 200-plus
m very touched by the people are in need,”
srn^h^i.rsup';" generosity of the Suffolk Ardis said.
Accordiitg
to
Club,” Ardis ex COMMUNITY.
m gkateful SOULS Advisor
plained. “I’m very
Yvette Velez, SOULS
TO THE COMMUNITY TO DO and the Paulist Cen
deeply touched by the
generosity of the Suf THIS FOK US.
ter have an ongoing
folk community. I’m
open relationship,
grateful ofthe commu
where about four of
- Father John Ardis, five students volunteer
nity to do this for us.”
Director of the Paulist Center with the Wednesday
According to Ardis,
the Paulist Center feeds
Night Supper Club
over 600 people a month. The Wednesday each week.
supper provides meals for approximately 200
“It’s a soup kitchen that is all volunteer, so
guests each week in a sit-down, family restau it’s important to help out,” she said. “We’re in
rant-style atmosphere. Guests are encouraged a good position because we are able to help
to pay a quarter if they can, Ardis said.
them out with volunteers and they are so close
“It’s a wonderful opportunity for volun to our campus.”
teers to interact with people in treed,” Ardis
Velez said she was excited to see the univer
said. “You see new faces each week because sity giving back to the community. “I feel we
unfornmately the face ofhomelessness changes should constantly be involved in some sort of
daily.”
ongoing initiative,” she said. “It gives us an
Ardis said he was pleased to see the residents opportunity that the Suffolk community is
continued from Page 1
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Alisha Cox - Journal Staff
President David J. Sargent and Mayor Thomas M. Menino present Father
John Ardis $5,000 for the Paulist Center Wednesday Night Supper Club at
the 'Taste of Beacon Hill.'
more likely to help with. We are essentially
giving back to our own community.”
Ardis said he appreciates the SOULS vol
unteers that help with the Wednesday Night
Supper Club, but he would like to see more
diversity of people involved, including stu
dents, Beacon Hill residents and members of
the community.
“There are a wide array of things to get
involved with,” he said. “We want to try and
encourage folks to realize the value of human
life.”
Though SOULS was not present at the
event, Velez said she was glad Sargent acknowl
edged the comminnent the organization has to
the Paulist Center.
“We’re happy that the president is in full
support of the program,” Velez said. “SOULS
would not be here without the president’s

support.
Velez added that she would like to see more
community-wide projects to support the less
fortunate.
“I’m glad we [Suffolk and Beacon Hill]
came together,” Velez said. “I wish we could
come together more because we’re reaching
out to a community that is in more need than
we are.”
The Paulist Center also runs a food bank
where folks with a residence that are in need
can come once a month and get a bag ofstaples,
such as pasta and canned vegetables, Ardis
explained. The food bank is funded by the
church’s worshipping community.
Sansone said that because of the success of
this year’s event, Suffolkand the Beacon Hill
Business Association plan to continue the
event next year.

Speaker paints “Art of
Salary Negotiation”
By Lance Morganelli
Journal Staff
Be up front with your human resources
recruiter in a job interview.
Such was the key advice given by Catherine
Merlo, a Fidelity Investments recruiter, during
her “Show Me the Money; The Art of Salary
Negotiation” discussion last Wednesday.
Merlo readily admitted that talking about
salary with a potential or current employer is
an uncomfortable subject, but it is one that
must be addressed at the right time.
A candidate should never ask about money
during the initial interview, Merlo said, becatise it will lead the hiring manager to think
that salary is your main interest about the
position.
A candidate should let his or her current
salary be known relatively early in the interview
process, however, so the recruiter knows if the
interview is worth the applicant’s time.
Merlo said as a recruiter she discusses salary
at the end of an interview when she thinks she
has a viable candidate for the position.
Information submitted to the employer
during the interview process should always be
accurate. The candidate’s salary history, edu
cation and credit are verified.
“Please, please don’t falsify or inflate any
information on your job application. Now
more than ever employers check the applicant’s
background,” Merlo said.
Merlo noted that it is acceptable to ask the
recruiter about salary but not the hiring man
ager. Vacation negotiation should be treated
akin to salary discussions. Applicants should
talk about vacation time with the recruiter,
who will relay the requests to the hiring man
ager.

Merlo realizes that quoting a salary is diffi
cult, so she suggests responding with a salary
range.
“ If an offer is unacceptable use the 24-hour
rule and tell them you’ll get back to them,”
Merlo said in regards to rejecting a job offer.
According to Merlo, employers consider
your current salary as well as regional and
national averages when making an offer.
“We’re checking you out, but you’re also
checking us out,” Merlo said.
The hiring manager usually sets a salary
between the minimum and mid-point of a
salary range so the new hire has room for
growth, according to Merlo.
Merit increases, bonuses and benefits should
be a major consideration when accepting a job
offer.
Once in position, negotiating a pay raise
should only occur after one year on the job.
Your performance and goals that have been
met should be discussed, rather than directly
asking for a rate increase.
“You’re very gently trying to say I want more
money without saying it,” Merlo said.
She stressed sending thank you notes to
everyone you met with within 48 hours after
the interview. Merlo said these notes can be
sentby either e-mail or snail mail.

Hundreds killed in
Borneo rioting.
Read about in the
Jimnal, online at
www.suffolkjoumal.net

1^ VOTE IN THE
^ SPECIAL
ELECTIONS FOR
THE CLASS OF 2002
VICE PRESIDENT!!
Tuesday, April 3

10:30-2:30 p.m.
The Hub Info Booth
Wednesday, April 4 10:00-2:00 p.m.
Sawyer Lobby
Thursday, April 5 10:30-2:30 p.m.
The Hub Info Booth
Thursday, April 5
12:00-2:00 p.m.
NESADSU Lobby
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Depp “Blows” audience
away in new movie
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
Based on the book “Blow: How a Small
Town Boy Made $ 100 Million with the Medellin
Cocaine Cartel and Lost It All” by Bruce
Porter, johnny Depp’s
new movie “Blow” ex
poses the inside story
of the drug-trafficking
legend George Jung.
The film takes its viewers on a humorotis ride
through relationships, deception and the drug
business.
Jung’s career began as a young New En
gland native that set otit to California to
pursue his american dream. He stumbled upon
some connections with his girlfriend Barbara,
played by Franka Potente (“Run Lola Run”)
and started a private business selling pot. He
became rapidly successful and moved back to
the East Coast to make more money. After
inevitably getting caught, he did some jail time
and made friends with his jail-mate Diego
Delgado, played byjordi Molla. Delgado had
connections with Colombian cocaine lords.
Jling switched his drug product to cocaine and

Rei/^

lived in luxury under his riches.
The plot circles around the relationship
between Jung and his father, played by Ray
Liotta. Viewers see the relationship thrive and
fade through the 30 year span covered in the
movie. Though the “sex, drugs and rock ‘n’
roll” lifestyle takes a toll on his parents’ trust
and respect, Jung shows up on their drahhy
doorstep time after time and his father always
welcomes him with open arms.
DirectorTed Demme, with “The Ref’ and
“Beautiful Girls” under his belt, uses several
different cinematography techniques in
“Blow.” Choppy, flashy scenes and slow mo
tion were used several times. Though most of
them are attractive, Demme isn’t consistent
and the movie ends up looking like a cartoon
Depp’s performance was great, as expected.
Tliough the script isn’t anything profound, he
certainly pulls off his character well. Liotta as
Fred Jung isn’t anything to shout about, but he
did fine. The make-up artists did the best they
could to make Depp and Liotta look old. But,
it was almost laughable to see Depp with a pot
belly towards the end of the film.
Potente’s familiar face was nice to see on
American film. Barbara was Jung’s first and

Photo Courtesy of New Line CinemayL. Sebastian
Johnny Depp stars as George Jung in his new movie "Blow."
only true love. The sudden end of their rela
tionship is jarring when the tragedy is unfortu
nately skipped over by the script and j umps to
Jung’s marriage with vbcen Mirtha, played by
the unimpressive actress Penelope Cruz.

The drug dealer sagas have been done be
fore, and much better in movies such as
“Goodfellas” and “Scarface.” “Blow” is worth
renting sometime, but don’twaste your money
and to it in the theater.

DMB’s unreleased album found on the Internet
By Valerie Cwiekowski
Journal Staff
Road warriors Dave Matthews Band are
used to an abundance ofattention on the road
- but not from the press. Their latest studio
release Eye^yd!lyh^s been music’s topstoryso
far in 2001. This past week, however, the
“unreleased” studio album is garnering all the
attention.
The band worked in the studio from Janu
ary to May of 2000 with their long-time pro
ducer Steve Lillywhite. When the band hit the
road for their annual summer tour, new ma
terial from the album debuted.
Fans instantly adopted the new songs, and
the album headed off to the RCA record
company for final approval. That was when
things started to get ugly.
LIpon receiving the band’s CD in ]ulytentatively titled The LiHyn'Iiire Sessions, RCA
executives were unpleased with the album, and

went back to the band, asking for “radio
friendly” material.
The Dave Matthews Band is widely known
as a jam band - songs on albums typically run
anywhere from 6-12 minutes. Their record
company often has trouble editing a song to
the point where it can fill a 4 minute radio slot.
It took convincing, but the band decided to
bounce longtime producer and friend
Lillywhite off the album, and announced that
they would record with pop producer Glen
Ballard, once their tour wound down in late
September.
When the new album. Everyday, produced
by Ballard, finally hit stores in February 2001,
longtime fans were disappointed. Ballard had
reduced the band’s inspiring jams into almost
nothing.
Violinist Boyd Tinsely and saxophonist
LeRoi More, integral members of the band,
were rarely heard on the new album.
While radio stations and critics were loving

the new material, longtime fans felt betrayed
and let down by the band. Matthews himself
commented during a December 2000 inter
view with Billboard Magazine that he “felt
enormous pressure from the record people to
produce a more ‘radio-friendly’ album.”
Glen Ballard had harsh words to say about
the unreleased album. “ I was uninspired by the
recordings done with Mr. Lillywhite. My feeling
after hearing these tracks was that of bore
dom,” stated Ballard.
However, the band itself has made no pub
lic comment about the release of this album. As
any DMB fan will tell you, Ballard is, frankly,
an idiot.
This past week, a longtime DMB fan ob
tained a copy of the album titled Lillywhire
Sessions, and immediately distributed it over
the Internet.
The unreleased Lillywhite Sessions are a
collection of some of the band’s best work. Tlie
soulful Matthews hears all for the album.

Songs such as “Big Eye Fish” and “Grace is
Gone” are some of the most meaningful songs
since the band’s beginning nearly a decade ago.
The album features wonderfully beautiful
jams from Tinsely and Moore. Drummer
Carter Beauford plays exceptionally on “Bar
tender,” and bass guitarist Stefan Lessard pro
vides amazing music throughout the album.
The Dave Matthews Band is amongst an
elite group of musicians, encompassing only
the Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen and
Elton John, where these talented artists can sell
out stadiums without promoting their latest
album.
DMB fans know that the band has nothing
to prove to anyone. Their talents are obvious
at a live concert.
With such immense talent, the band will be
selling out such large venues, such as the
Foxboro Stadium, for years to come - that is
something no record company can ever take
away from the fans.

Dene and Gene Ween rock the Avalon scene
By Jill Casey
Journal Contributor
Agaggle ofenergized fans packed the Avalon
ballroom to see Ween rock on a humorous
level. On March 27, Dene and Gene Ween
took the stage in faded T-shirts, dungarees and
bottles of beer in their hands ready to perform
from their varied musical stock.
It was apparent by the three-hour straight
set, that they were having a great time on stage.
Who really knows if bands that act like they
don’t have set lists are really just winging it on
stage, but Ween seemed to be listening to the
audience’s requests and seem to comply to a
good portion of them.
As soon as the band hit the stage, the
audience began yelling requests for songs and
shouting the names of the degenerate duo.
Ween has no commercial hits except for the
track “Push th’ little daisies” which was a top
ten hitin Australia.Tlrey were recently dropped

from Columbia and are trying to get their next
record out on a less- commercial label.
They started off the show with “Take me
away” where Gene Ween plays the lounge act
hipster who croons about getting away from a
woman who drove him crazy. It is obvious that
Gene is a natural performer with plenty of
tricks up his sleeve.
At one point in the show, he called on the
stage director to get the steam machine to emit
red smoke. When the stage was filled he went
in to Hebrew chants that echoed vibrantly
through the venue. After his religious stint on
stage, he somehow seemed refreshed and re
newed.
Throughout the show, he denoted a dual
presence, which was sometimes removed and
sometimes in the zone. Tliis was best displayed
when a few audience members hopped on
stage and the band was completly unamused
or attentive. At other times he was very dra
matic and comical. It’s obvious that the per

former in him is alive and well, which is a breath
of fresh air in this town.
The Ween repertoire varies on a large
musicalscale, butone has to askwhere they’re
fascination with diseases comes from. On the
song “HIV/AIDS,” from theiralbum Choco
late and Cheese, circus music looms through
a singular chorus of the words “HIV” and
“AIDS” which is actually catchy. The entire
audience sang and bopped along. Or on the
track, “Spinal Menigitus” which they also
played. The lyrics feature a scared little kid
whose “spinal meninjesus” has him down.
Ween has a collection of love songs, but
they don’t have the stereotypical trimmings of
love songs. Songs like “Baby Bitch” talk about
being dumped by a girl who was a closet birch
hut he’s better off now that she dumped him.
After their long set, they were puzzled by
what they should do for an encore. With an
uncertainty about how it was going to turn
out, they did a straight- forward rendition of

Metallica’s “Enter Sandman.” It sounded al
most dead on although it confirmed their
musical ability, it didn’t complement their
style.
With all the quarky, smart-rock in Boston,
you rarely see local acts really enjoying the lime
light and having a good time performing, such
as Ween did.
Rumor has it that there is an epidemic
plaguing the music industry today. Tlie effects
have left the current musical substrate with a
major lack of talent, musical ability, and cre
ativity. Luckily there is still hope, and there are
bands out there that are still about the music
who have not been struck with this terrible
outbreak.
They may nor be Rock saviors, but with
song titles like “Piss up a rope,” “Puerto Rican
Power,” and “Touch inyTooter,” “Baby Bitch”
“Tlie stallion Pt. 3,” and “ Push rh’ little daisies,”
Ween promises to keep the rock on a humor
ous level.
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Scottish guitar rock hits
the Somerville Theatre
By Gillian Reagan
Journal Staff
Mogwai is not the usual live band
experience. Five Scottish men of dif
ferent height and stock stepped out
into the glowing orange lights of the
Somerville Theatre on March 27,
each taking their proper positions
__________________ behind gui
tars, drum
kit and key
boards.
Lead singer/
guitarist Stuart Braithwaite asked,
’’Are we all sitting comfortably?” in
the thick Scottish brogue and the
quintet that call themselves Mogwai
dived into an hour and a halfset with
selections from five years of brilliant,
instrumental guitar work.
Tlie Somerville Tlieatre provided
an unconventional, yet charming at
mosphere for the show. Agreat perk
to the stage was the colorful and
flawless lighting, usually reserved for
theater productions . Orange, tall
flames to the ceiling were cast against
the back curtains and served as a
background to Mogwai’s set. The
historically renovated venue was
packed with sitting fans in scarves
and black rimmed glasses. Tliough
the seating was uncomfortable after
awhile, it didn’t distract the crowd
from still experiencing the show and
appreciating the music.
Mogwai began with “Stanley
Kubrick” from their 1999 EP. The

Ret/^

song provided a great introduction
to the instrumental talent of the
band.
Without lyrics, the melancholy
melodies from distorted guitars,
Dominic Aitchison’s bass, the soft
tempered beats of Martin Bulloch’s
drums and the sound effects from
keyboardist Barry Burns all came
together, conveying imagery and
emotion through the music. Afitting
addition to the band was a girl on the
cello, providing a stringed compo
nent to the music.
Breaking into their upcoming
release RockAction\/ith. “Take Me
Somewhere Nice,” Braithwaite sang
simple lyrics in a soothing, mid-level
voice. They continued with “Helicon
2,” featuring Burns coming around
from his set-up and playing the flute.
The two sound technicians had
their hands full for this show. For
each song, Braithwaite and guitarist
John Cummings traded for differ
ent guitars with a different tuning.
Mogwai is known for tuning their
guitars in experimental formats to
provide an original sound.
Just when the show-goers where
about to fall asleep from the dream
like quiet music, Mogwai busts out
“Christmas Steps” from their 1999
Matador Records release Come on
Die Young. Tire song starts out softly,
with a plinking guitar melody and
soft bass. It builds with a sudden,
strong bass chord and strumming
guitar propelling the tempo to a

faster pace. As it builds, the drums
and distorted guitars join in, bring
ing the rhythmic noise to a deafening
high. Then, through the chaos, a
high, harmonious leading guitar
chimes in, conducting the song to its
peak. Gradually, the song comes
down and slowly exits with a mur
muring guitar. This is Mogwai at
their best.
Their talent with layered guitar
and bass and crescendo music is tre
mendous. “Cody” followed “Christ
mas Steps,” along with “Helps Both
Ways” after another highlight of the
night, “ Ex-Cowboy.” Once again, the
deafening crescendo of the song with
experimental distortion and sound
effects had the kids rocking out in
their seats. “Helicon 1” followed, a
song off Mogwai’s first release in
1997 onjetset Records, TerriRapid
The last three songs of the set were
transitioned with no breaks, as if
they all were flowing into each other.
During “Secret Pint” from Rock
Action, Braithwaithe crooned, “It’s
hard to see you said to me," as the
cello played flawlessly alongwith the
melody.
“Punk Rock” was next, a song
layered with quiet guitar and a re
corded interview with Iggy Pop, in
which he discusses the title music
genre.
“It’s a term that’s based on con
tempt. It’s a term that’s based on
fashion, style, satanism and every
thing that’s rotten about rock and

Gillian Reagan - Journal Staff

Tony Cobuccio of Sharky’s Machine will be performing
at the Suffolk Show at the Ridgeway Gym April 20th.
The Panda Squad, Absinthe and The Red Chord will
also be featured. Tickets are free and can be picked up
at the Student Activities Office, fifth floor in Donahue.

roll,” Pop said. He also comments on
the overpowering effect that music
can have on a person.
Tlieset ended with“2Rights Make
1 Wrong” from RockAction. Each
member exited the stage one by one,
stepping away from their guitars,
intentionally with screaming feed
back.
Tlieir encore was a twenty minute
rendition of “Jewish Hymn.” Aten-

minute improvisational jam fol
lowed, with Braithwaithe, Cummings
and Burns kneeling on the ground to
experiment with the several different
distortion pedals for each guitar.
Binary System, the new project of
former Mission of Burma guitarist
and Alloy Orchestra pianist Roger
Miller, opened up the show. A saw
played with a bow as an instrument
was a highlight of the set.

Me First’s new album
remakes ‘60s classics
By Kurt Erickson
Journal Staff

a
Coinmdli-’^roiiiids
a hip new coffee house on campus

April 4th
9:00 til 11:30 p.m.
TDonaline BaLsement.

Live Music!

Good Coffee!

Cool People!

The wind has blown the new Me First and
the Gimme Gimmes album released by fat
wreck-chords into the stores.
Me First and the Gimme Gimmes is an all
star punk rock line up with members ofNOFX,
Lagwagon, No Use For a Name and the Foo
Fighters. If you are unfamiliar with this rock
extravaganza. Me Firstand the Gimme Gimmes
are strictly a cover -----------------------------

close to the original songs. You might have
guessed from this genre ofmusic that these guys
have previously played in. They transform
these classic songs from last generation into
punk anthems for the youth in today’s world.
Me First are some of the best in the business
as far as pop-punk is concerned. They translate
the songs into the pop-punk genre with great
execution. They do a great job turning these
songs into catchy little numbers. You can sing
along to these songs on the first listen, even if
you don’t want to ad-

band, which means YoU CAN SING ALONG TO THESE
know them.
they play other
The cover of Carol
peoples’songs.
SONGS ON THE EIKST LISTEN,
Kings’
“Will You Still
The group made EVEN IE YOU don’t WANT TO
LoveMeTomorrow”
is
their debut a few years
a
good
song.
“All
My
back with a 7” entitled ADMIT THAT YOU ALREADY
Loving” by the Beatles is
Denver. This was a
KNOW THEM.
even
better. The origi
single made entirely of
nal
is
good, bur to hear
John Denver songs.
They expanded on their ‘ 70s easy listening by this song with that extra oomph that Me First
including Barry Manilow, and put out their provides is amazing. The best song on the
first full length album Have a Ball: Bowling album would most definitely be CatStevens’
“Wild World.” You’ll be singing “Ooh baby
Tips from the Gutter Punks.
Realizing that they had completely domi baby it’s a wild world” right along with the
nated the easy listening genre, they decided to record.
You’re sure to find favorites on Blow in the
move onto the theater. Thier sophomore al
Wind.
bum, called Are a Drag, covered songs from
All of the original songs were apparently
musicals, such as Phantom ofthe Operawni
good, but whether it be for that added punch
the Sound ofMusic.
For the present album called. Blow in the or the humor value, it is a good album. Me First
Wind, the guys chose to go the route of the and the Gimme Gimmes were the pioneers of
‘60s. The album title is adapted form the Bob covering non-punk songs, a trend which has
Dylan song “Blowing in the Wind.” The album taken off.
Rumor has it that Me First may be touring
is chock-full of hits from the ‘60s such as “I
Only Wannna be With You,” “My Boy Friend’s for the first time this summer. But until then,
Back,” and “Will You Still Love Me.” The way enjoy Blow in the lY7z2c/on your home enter
these songs are executed by Me First is not very tainment center.
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Opinions and Editorials
Defending truth
against editorial
censorship
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by Alisha Cox
Employees are required to put forth a positive image of the company they
work for. As an employee of The Boston Globe, I have to defend the editors’
decisions to callers. This has never been more trying and difficult than this
past week, when the editor in chief Matthew V. Storin decided not to run
a column becatise he did not like its criticisms of the Globe 'i-policies.
The editor of the sports department, upset over the content of a radio
show, banned all C/oZ)eemployees from appearing on the sports talk radio
show. Granted, the content of the show is offensive. It borders on offending
the ptiblic with obscene statements. To uphold a certain standard, approxi
mately two weeks ago, sports editor Don Skwar (with the backing of the
Globe)AeciAed to forbid all Cfoieemployees from appearing on WEEI’s
John Dennis and Gerry Callahan show.
I do not like sports radio or talk radio programs. Personally, I had never
listened to this particular program. As callers began demanding to know
what the whole ruckus was about, I tuned in for part of a show. The deejays
are offensive. They are not people I would listen to on a daily basis.
However, while I was listening, they said nothing on air that violated the
rules of the Federal Communication Commission. They were by no means
polite. Tliey were rude and nasty, but it is part of their First Amendment right
to be that way.
Columnist Eileen McNamara apparently agreed with this, because she
decided to criticize the Globe s'policy in her weekly column. She wrote the
column. The editors killed the column. In protest of this, McNamara called
in WEEI’s Dennis and Callahan show, the very one all d7/oZ)eemployees are
banned from, and publicized the matter. She felt the Globewas too quick
to censor its employees without fully debating the matter. McNamara, who
won a Pulitzer Prize in 1997 for a column she wrote for the Globe, has every
right to express her views about the world around her. Even if this includes
her work environment.
Was what she did right? Should a publication be used to criticize itself?
The answer is yes. As a journalist, I know that every time I put my byline on
an article, I am opening myself up to criticism. From my peers, my editors,
my readers, I expect some type of feedback. I want people to tell me they love
my work, or they hate my work.
Dennis and Callahan are basking in the glow ofthe scene they have caused.
They thrive on this type of negative attention. I had never heard of either
deejay before this. I never thought I would go out of my way to listen to their
show. But I have.
Maybe McNamara felt this was something she ought to be able to write
about. She has that right. As part of her freedom of speech, she is able to
writevirtually whatever she pleases. The Globe, however, can exercise their
right to not publish a particular column. The question boils down to who’s
right is greater. Is it the right of an individual to express one’s beliefs, even
if it runs contrary to popular opinion? Or is it the right of a company to
protect its image to the public?
As a G7oZ)eemployee, whenever someone calls, ranting about the editors’
decision to not run McNamara’s column, I am obligated to defend the
company that signs my weekly paycheck. I must tell the callers that we, the
Globe, have to issue content control on a daily basis. This particular column,
while written by a Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist, was not up to the Globe 's'
standards. It discussed a topic we have already explained in our newspaper,
so we didn’t want to run any more columns about it.
As a journalist, I am frustrated with the C/oZ)e A'decision to censor one
of its best columnists. She has the right to speak her mind, even if it runs
contrary to what the GVbZiewants to have in its papers. Storin’s decision to
kill McNamara’s column sets a bad precedent for all reporters and colum
nists: Feel free to write about whatever you want, as long as you don’t
aggravate your boss. Reporters should be held accountable for their
employer’s opinion. They should report on the truth, accurately and
unbiasedly.
I understand and value the quality control that has to go on in running
any newspaper. Sitting in front of this computer, trying to make sense out
of an article someone emailed to me is a trying process. Deciding on the
appropriate content of the newspaper as a whole can be overwhelming.
Mistakes are made. Tilings will inevitably run that, upon reflection and eight
hours sleep, should never have seen the light of day. But that is part of being
human and the whole learning process.
While the Globelaas a worldwide audience to answer to, theystill must
be willing to take chances. They must be willing to allow blatant criticism of
themselves once in a while.
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Letters to the Editor
Runaround given to part-time student
Dear Suffolk journal,
I have never had a big problem
with Suffolk. The problems I have
seen I have kept inside, figuring that
every school has problems. How
ever, something happened a few weeks
ago that has me questioning the in
tegrity of the financial aid depart
ment as well as the rest of the school.
I am a senior who will be gradu
ating in May. I was always hoping
that my last semester here would go
smoothly until graduation.
Until mid-February, this was the
case. My classes are interesting and
my school workload is not too ex
hausting. I went for my senior audit
in late October, when learned I did
not have to be a full-time student this
spring to graduate.
One thing kept jumping out at
me. How would my financial aid
award change? I went directly from

the registrar’s office to financial aid
where I spoke to a kind woman. I
explained to her that I would like to
go part time for the spring semester.
After inputting some data into a
computer, she told me that after
looking at my loans and scholarships
for the next semester, everything
would break even and I would not
owe anything. In other words, my
financial aid would cover my niition.
Was it too good to be true?
Because I believed the financial
aid department, my family and I
spent the money we put aside for my
tuition. A student accounts repre
sentative told me that my account
was overpaid and mailed a two hun
dred dollar check to my house in
February. Suffolk was actually giving
money back? Great.
Or, so I thought. I received a bill
in the fall stating that the school

owed me money, clearly showing I
was a part-time undergraduate stu
dent. Instead of receiving a check in
February, however, I received a bill
for a little over $700 that was due in
three weeks.
A rude woman in student
accoutns told me there was nothing
I could do about it. All of this be
cause I chose to be a part-time stu
dent this semester. Now, my first bill
stated the school owed me moneyas
a part-time undergraduate student.
After speaking to administrators
in financial aid, a dean and a vice
president, I was given the universal
shrug-off. They sent me on my way,
each time leading me to believe it was
an error and would be solved. Within
a few days, I got a different response:

FINANCIAL AID
continued on Page 9
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Ritalin abuse runs rampant in kids, students
by Jeremiah Pone
Stimulants. Depressants. Antidepressants.
Does this sound like a junkie’s private stash?
It may be behind the bathroom mirror of the
children next door. In what has become an
increasingly disturbing trend, children are being
prescribed increasingly more mind-altering
substances. While parents and teachers con
tinue to preach the “Just Say No” doctrine in
health classes, they are simultaneously shoving
a multitude of psychoactive pharmaceuticals
down the throats of our generation.
In previous rimes, the rigid antipathy against
children experimentingwith illegal drugs was
matched by a reluctance to utilize powerful
medicinal narcotics. This is no longer the case.
The U.S. now uses over 90 percent of the
world’s supply of Ritalin, the trade name for
methylphenidate. Partofthestimulantfamily,
these drugs work by pushing the central ner
vous system into a state of excitement, causing
the children who cannot focus in class to have
their attention honed to a razor edge. Stimu
lants also cause feelings of euphoria and well
being, helping to curb antisocialbehaviors in
children who have been diagnosed with atten

tion deficit hyperactivity disorder.
However, other characteristics include rapid
forming tolerance of the medication, which
requires higher doses ofthe drug to achieve the
same effect. Other side effects are high blood
pressure, irregular and rapid heartbeats, pro
found and noticeable effects on personality.
Severe psychological and physical addiction,
including a withdrawal period, occurs when
use is discontinued. This withdrawal is marked
by intense craving for the substance, feelings of
depression and hopelessness, increased sweat
ing and salivation, inattentiveness, loss of fo
cus, and even suicidal impulses.
In most cases, developing these symptoms
while on the stimulant treatment will cause a
second prescription to be written, creating a
chemical cocktail. Children as young as six
years old are being prescribed up to five differ
ent drugs. Why are we forcing these dangerous
drugs on children who have no choice?
In our society, someone who feels they
cannot succeed on their own is more likely to
turn to drugs like Ritalin rather than explore
alternatives such as meditation or time man
agement. Parents often force these drugs on
children they deem to be problematic. Rather
than attempt to reach our to these wayward

children with love and support, or to instill
discipline in those needing it, parents turn to
the medical community. Unwanted behavior
is explained as a malfunction of the brain,
capable of drug treatment. This diagnosis is
favorable to behavioral disorders, which would
require a restrucniring of routines and envi
ronments. It removes the parents’ blame for a
child’s misbehavior.
Scientists do not know how a stimulant like
Ritalin can have a calming affect on some, a
stimulant effect on others, and no effect on still
others. They also do not know the long term
risks associated with usage. One study found
that Ritalin can increase a user’s chance of
developing liver cancer. Another frightening
aspect is the high potential for abuse of Ritalin.
Sold cheaply in schoolyards and dormitories,
Ritalin is presented as “risk free” because it
comes from a doctor. Unfortunately, nothing
could be further from the truth.
There is an increasingly more popular view
that the diagnosis of ADHD is nothing more
than a fraud. It is merely the normal and
natural rebellious nature of some children.
Anti-Ritalin groups have sprung up around
the country, formed by concerned parents
and doctors who believe these prescription

drugs being given to children is just as harmful
as a street corner drug pusher giving them
similar substances. The National Institute for
Mental Health has refused to endorse the
prescription ofstimulants to children. It points
out the potentially serious effects use can have
on their personality, creativity, and moods.
We are raising a generation of emotional
cripples unable to function in everyday life
without their crutch of pills. Now some par
ents are finding themselves being reported to
the department of social services by their
children’s teacher when they refuse to medi
cate their offspring. These parents should be
applauded for protecting their children from
the depersonalization of America’s youth.
If this increasingly common trend is not
reversed, an entire generation could grow up
lacking visionaries, religious leaders, poets,
philosophers, and all the other people whose
behaviors do not fit in with the societal norm.
If we do not begin to take a long hard look
at the completely devastating impact of these
drugs, we will wake up one day to a bland world
filled with emotionless people doing the same
thing and acting the same way. This is the price
you pay to have perfect little angels for chil
dren... you are stealing their souls.

Soft money, campaign reform is necessary
by Michael Dempsey
This week has been something rather ex
traordinary here in the nation’s capitol. As
many are already aware, occurring here is the
open and civil debate surrounding the taboo
issue of campaign finance reform.
The eclectic duo ofSen. John McCain and
Sen. Russell Feingold are embattled in their
attempt to rid the political process of the
corrupting lure of “soft money.” The equally
interesting union of Sen. Chuck Hagel and
Sen. Mary Landreiu have introduced their
own campaign finance reform bill, refuting the
premise of McCain-Feingold and attempting
to weaken existing law that regulates political
contribution. The two sides of this battle have
laid down the terms for an agreement, and
neither is willing to submit.
This time is indeed “no ordinary time,” as
Eleanor Roosevelt said during World War II.
The economy is stable. Jobs are prevalent.
There is ample evidence to suggest that now is

the time to forge a lasting peace with embattled House of Representatives passed the Bank
ruptcy Bill. This bill essentially permits the
nations.
Yet we must also ___________________ _________________ credit card industry to
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facturing industries ----------------------------- -------------------------- most vulnerable, ones
who have trouble pay
needs to increase competitiveness by modern
izing our factories. But we cannot approach ing it off, there is no alternative. There would
issues with a genuine sense ofcomminnent. We be no way to petition the court for bank
cannot commit ourselves to progressive re ruptcy.
One need only look at who is the chief
forms until we commit to reform. That is real
lobbyist for the presidents’ proposed National
and effective campaign finance reform.
“Soft money” is by no means soft. It bears Missile Defense Shield. Would it be any sur
down on the American political structure with prise if it were defense contractors? They are
mighty weight as it forces politicians to accept lobbying the government to deploy this awk
ward and harebrained system in the name of
it or deny at their own peril.
For example, justrecently the United States our national security.

We have an opportunity to effectively forge
peace between historically warring nations.
Likewise, nations that are neither allies nor
enemies of the U.S. are basing their next move
on what we do next.
The question centers around what McCainFeingold will do to put a halt to the current way
in which political campaigns are funded. This
bill will make soft money illegal, therefore it will
be extremely difficult to influence voting mem
bers, at least via big money. It will require full
disclosure for all issue advocacy ads that are
aired during campaigns, such as “Citizens for
Clean Air” or “Mothers for Reproductive
Choice.”
Tliis legislation is the first step toward effec
tuating what America has deserved since the
end of War World II: a government that
responds to what the spirit of the people
dictates and whose leaders are willing to answer
the call. Let us make this the reform that will
surely yield all reforms, not curtail them.
Suffolk studentMichael Dempsey writes from
Washington, D. C.

Safety of elevators reflects
Start taking advantage of SGA
poorly on Suffolk as a whole
Dear Suffolk Journal,
The problems with the elevators at Suf
folk is evident to everyone on campus. It
ranges from the Ridgeway building with only
one working elevator to the Donahue bu ilding and 150 Tremont St. whose elevators
consistently breakdown to the Claflin build
ing whose single elevator broke down and
was out of service for over 24 hours.
I assure you that the administration is
well aware of this problem, however aware
ness does not create an immediate solution.
These elevators will not be fbced before the
close of the school year, due to time and
money. I urge the administration to use the
summer break to start ameliorating this
problem, which will only get worse each year.
If these elevators are not fixed and/or re
placed now, it will only cost more money and
create more problems in the future of Suf
folk University.
The elevators have already trapped many
student and faculty members, as well as pro
spective students on a tour. I can assume that
most ofthose students lost interest iit coming
to Suffolk after going through such an or

deal. I know I would be turned off. More
importantly there are handicapped people
and those with health problems who truly
need to use these elevators. For example, in
the Claflin building one of the employees on
the fourth floor recently had hip surgery,
although she did not complain, trekking up
four flights of stairs when the elevator was
down could not have been easy.
In the meantime, while the siniation with
elevators is not getting any better, it is up to
us to try to make the best of it. Ifyou are going
to the 3rd floor or lower walk up! Many
people wait 10 minutes in the Donahue
building to get to the 6th floor, only to have
someone hit 2 and 3. Think about those
around you, and don’t be surprised if you
get yelled at for getting off on a low floor.
And if you are going down, don’t clog the
elevator. Walk down. If you are not a part
of the solution, you are only a part of the
problem.
Alayna Van Tassel
President ofStudent Government
Class of 2001

Dear Suffolk Journal,
As vice president of the Student Govern
ment Association, I have had the opportunity
to meet and talk to many people throughout
the campus about their concerns. The one
concern that has continually arisen is the fact
that we do not have a sense of “school spirit.”
Many agree that it is difficult to achieve this due
to Suffolk being an urban campus with no true
campus.
However, many times we overlook the fact
that what Suffolk does have is a unique snident
body, faculty and staff that cannot be found
anywhere else.
I believe that our campus can be unified
through taking advantage of the purpose of
the SGA. SGA is meant to be your voice on
campus. We cannot promise the student body
anything except our time, energy and effort.
We will continue work on behalf ofthe snident
body, but we cannot do it alone. To be an
effective representative body, we need the com
munity to meet us half way.
One way that the snident body can interact
with SGA is through elections. Over the past
few years, voting has been very low, showing
disinterest of not only the student body but
also of SGA members. It is time to bring
integrity to having an elected body on this

campus. This can be accomplished through
campus-wide voting for the Snident Govern
ment Association executive board. At this
time, only voting members are allowed to pick
who the highest representatives of the student
body are. Help change the current system by
adding your imput to that of your representa
tives and the administration.
The first step toward campus-wide elec
tions is student interest in SGA. I encourage
all students, faculty and staff that have a few
moments next Tuesday at 1:00 pm to attend
the SGA meeting in Archer 365 and see who
is running to represent the student populationof Suffolk.
Tliough snidents will not be allowed to vote
for the president, vice president, secretary and
treasurer of SGA, you will be able to hear
speeches from all of the nominees and ask
questions.
Again, the only way to move the Student
Government Association and Suffolk Univer
sity forward is through undergraduate student
involvement.
•
Carla S. Beaudoin
Student Government Association
Vice President
Class of 2002
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UNivERsnY Dateline
For more information on getting your event listed in Dateline,
contact the Dean of Students Office at (617) 573-8082.

Wednesday, April 4
Real Life Meeting in the Interfaith Center '
Donahue 5th Floor
12:30 - 2:30 p.m.
Re-entry Workshop for Graduating
International Students
International Advising Office
1:00 p.m.
Conversation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place
Pronunciation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

1:00 -1:50 p. m.

Interfaith Yoga Class
Donahue 218B

Women’s Softball
1:00-2:15 p.m. Norwich College

10:00 a.m.

Transfer Mentor Program: Relaxation Techniques Men’s Baseball v. Norwich
Ridgeway 207
1:00 - 2:30 p.m. Suffolk University

12:00 p.m.

Women’s Softball v. Simmons College
Men’s Varsity Tennis
Suffolk University
3:00 p.m. Albertus Magnus College
TOEFL Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

1:00p.m.

Sunday, April 8
3:00-3:50 p.m.
EDSA Awards and Recognition Dinner

2:00-2:50 p.m. Talent 2001 Jobfair
Ridgeway Gymnasium

SOULS Supper Club
The Paulist Center

3:00-7:30 p.m.

5:00 - 7:00 p. m.

Annual Graduate Student Recognition Branch
Spirit of Boston
11:00 - 2:00 p.m.

SOULS Supper Club
The Church of St. John

5:00-7:30 p.m. Men’s Baseball
Graduate Presentation and Writing Workshop
Southern Vermont
20 Ashburton Place
3:00 - 3:50 p.m. NESAD Graphic Design Exhibit
75 Arlington St., 2nd Floor
6:00 - 8:00 p.m. Women’s Softball
Men’s Varsity Tennis
Western New England College
Salve Regina University
3:30 p.m.
Friday, April 6
Psychology Department 2000 - 2001 Collo Fourth Annual Service Day
quium Series: Speaker Rosalind Barnett, PhD
Donahue 635B
4:30 - 6:00 p.m. Training Workshop for International Students
International Advising Office
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
R.A.D.: Self Defense for Women
Ridgeway Gym
5:00-9:00 p.m. Men’s Varsity Tennis v. Wentworth
3:00 p.m.
Suffolk University
CAS Informational Session
One Beacon Street, 25thFloor 6:00-7:30p.m. Men’s Baseball v. Wheaton College
Suffolk University
3:30 p.m.
SSOM Informational Session
Omni Parker House Hotel
6:00- 7:30p.m. Service Day Celebration Dinner
Donahue Cafeteria
4:30 p.m.
Poetry Reading with Jim Carroll
C. Walsh Theatre
7:30 p.m. Women’s Softball v. Southern Vermont College
Suffolk University
6:00 p.m.

Thursday, April 5
Council of Presidents Meeting
Archer 365

Women’s Softball v. Albertus Magnus
Suffolk University
8:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

Saturday, April 7

Spring Semester Aerobics Class
Ridgeway 204
1:00 - 2:00 p.m. Passover Begins

AlTENnON MAY

<aiiU)lJATES:
I am applying to be your student selected
commencement speaker, and I would like
to know what you want to hear at
commencement. Please email me your
suggestions at: flo05357@Qcad.suffolk.edu.
Thank you,
Daniel Florian
Member of the Senior class

12:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

Monday, April 9
Steering Committee Meeting
Donahue 535

11:00 a.m.

Conversation W orkshop
20 Ashburton Place

1:00 -1:50 p.m.

Pronunciation Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

2:00-2:50 p.m.

Tuesday, April 10
Spring Semester Aerobics Class
Ridgeway 204
1:00 - 2:00 p. m.
TOEFL Workshop
20 Ashburton Place

3:00 - 3:50 p.m.

Women’s Softball v. Daniel Webster College
Suffolk University
3:00 p.m.
Pfeiffer Fund Raiser for MPA Association
21st Amendment
6:00 -10:00 p.m.

Celebrities often sell out,
have no real personality
by Jordan Blum
About a week and a half ago, Pepsi com
mercials started popping up every 30 minutes
previewing a commercial starring Britney
Spears thatwould premiere during the Acad
emy Awards. It’s sad enough that Pepsi feels the
need to waste millions ofdollars to simply hype
a commercial with other commercials, but
what really stood out to me was the physical
product placement on the pop star.
Not only was the commercial exceedingly
tacky, and the fact that what little respect I had
for Spears was lost just for doing the commer
cial, she also sported a “fashionable” Pepsi
bellyringthroughoutthe two-minute spot. It’s

one thing to sell out to a corporation, but is it
really necessary to put holes in your body to
further promote your favorite spft drink, or at
least the one that’s paying you the most?
This got me thinking about how much
product placement has come to dominate
popular culture, especially in terms of the
entertainment industry.
For instance, the movie “Cast Away” was
basically just one big commercial for Federal
Express. The public has become accustomed
to seeing corporate placements throughout
films, but the recentTom Hanks flick couldn’t
go more than two minutes without showing a

SELL OUT
continued on Page 9
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Most celebrities sell out
■ SELL OUT
continued from Page 8
FedEx package.
The saddest thing is that it wasn’treally even
good publicity for the company. All it seemed
to teach was that FedEx needed to invest in
better planes and hire less anally retentive
managers. Tlie amount of money the shipping
company paid for the publicity is probably
enough to feed a small country.
For the most part, at least product place
ment in movies is done in a relatively subtle
fashion. However, in the sports world, owners
and city officials will basically sell themselves
out to further line their pockets and give new
meaning to the term “sellout.”
In order to seemingly outdo itself, FedEx
Corp. virtually single-handedly brought (or
bought) the Vancouver Grizzlies NBA fran
chise to Memphis, Term. Having gone miles
past the boundaries of the oxymoron known
as corporate ethics, FedEx promised more
than $ 100 million to bring the team to the city
known for barbecue and some dead rock star.
Yes, that’s right, eight zeros.
Coincidentally, the team currently plans
on renaming the team the Memphis Express.
Forger about cultural identity, the people of
Memphis will proudlysupport the team named
after their favorite shipping company.
The runner-up to Memphis was Louisville,
Ky. There, Tricon Global Restaurants Inc.
(parent company of Kentucky Fried Chicken)
would have bought the naming rights for a

similar amount arid disgustingly named the
ream the Kentucky Colonels. Tire arena would
have even been named the KFC Bucket.
However, none ofthis takes product place
ment as far as a company did when it offered
NBA star Rasheed Wallace to get a tattoo of
its logo. Bob Costas jokingly questioned
whether Wallace should be paid by the com
pany based on what body part the tattoo
would go on and how few times he gets ejected.
In all seriousness though, as much as you may
want to laugh about this, it’s pretty depressing
once you think about it.
Sadly, Costas’ comments may not have
been off target. Maybe all of the Memphis
Express players could get bonuses for getting
FedEx tattoos on theirarms. Also, the players
with the biggest anns and the most playing time
would get more money to enhance maximum
exposure.
If athletes are getting a slice of the corporate
pie, why shouldn’t the average citizen? Maybe
beer companies could sponsor college frater
nities. The Coors Beer insignia would look nice
above the obligatory greek letters tattoo.
Also, since we’re on such a roll, why not
expand corporate placement to the best-sell
ing book of all time: the Bible. I’m sure Jesus
wouldn’t mind multiplying McDonald’s Happy
Meals and Coca-Cola instead of the playedout loaves and fishes. It makes for much more
interestingreading. Right?
Jordan Blum writes for theDaily Skiff

Keep Suffolk Journal
tradition alive.
Read the Jimnal.
Available only online at
www.suffolkjournal.net
Your term paper is due at 9 a.m,
V
Its 3 am
.A
.

The library’s closed.
need serious help,

News more valuable
than company profits
by Sheila Lalwani
Journalists are paid to cover the news.
They are exposed to the world and are
trained to write about it. Some say journal
ists are desensitized, but we aren’t accus
tomed to is the departure of one of our own
— especially for the good of the industry.
Folks at the San Jose Mercury News
found themselves thatway after Jay T. Har
ris, their chairman and publisher, an
nounced that he was quitting his post be
cause his ethics were on the line.
He said his corporate bosses at Knight
Ridder had profit targets that were too high
for the financially squeezed newspaper in
the Silicon Valley and that risked “signifi
cant and lasting harm to the MercuryNews
as a journalistic enterprise.”
Wlien Harris left the building, he opened
the door to widespread dialogue about an
age-old industry some worry is in decline
because of falling advertising revenues.
Harris’s quitting was a call to his bosses that
journalists aren’t concerned with profits .
They are concerned with the news.
Newspapers’ purpose is the news, and
they must continue to be allowed to report
news for the good of their readership. One
ofjournalism’s goals is acting as a watchdog
on government. Journalism is concerned
with democracy, not profit, and from that
ideal, journalists are interested in ethics.
The main thrust of The MercuryNews is
to cover that news, and it had even brought
30 additional reporters to its staff to do so.
Harris, who was publisher at the paper
for seven years, said in his resignation letter
that he was stepping down in the hopes that
he would cause them “to closely examine the
wisdom” of corporate profit targets.
The determination to achieve and main
tain profit margins near or above 20 per
cent has led Knight Ridder management to
turn back requests for financial flexibility
from several newspaper editors and pub

Q

Before Harris informed his staff of his
resignation, Knight Ridder announced dis
appointing February results and lowered
its expectations for first-quarter earnings.
Too many times, newspapers put their
stockholders’ needs above their readership.
It’s naive to think that newspapers aren’t
built on profit, and, without revenues from
advertising, newspapers could cease to exist.
But it benefits newspapers to practice good
ethics, because that’s what readers need and
without it, they will not buy newspapers.
Harris won’t likely suffer professionally.
He has received national attention for his
decision along with widespread praise for
his courage.
And he opened the door to a forum for
journalism students and experts. Men and
women who work at newspapers must be
willing to discuss the future of the industry
in light of declining advertising revenues
and the increasing Internet news presence.
Newspapers need to be creative to sur
vive, but that doesn’t mean going back on
their promise of service to their readers.
The day Harris left the Mercury News
was both sad and joyous. It was sad because
a fine newspaper lost one of its best employ
ees, but joyous for the way he left.
It takes a different kind of person to stick
to one’s values. Harris is that person.
Journalists are often accused of being
sensational, lazy, careless and ignorant.
While they are not perfect, people like Harris
show that some are still willing to fight for
what’s right. That’s why many got into the
business in the first place.
Sheila Lalwani writes for the Indiana Daily
Student

continued from Page 6

Introducing questia.com.
The online library.

.

Now you can view entire books for all
your research. You’ll save time with
powerful tools like automatic footnote
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Akron Beacon Journal.
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lishers. Decliningadvertisingrevenue, par
ticularly high-margin, help-wanted adver
tising, has made cost-cutting and
rebudgeting a regular occurrence at Knight
Ridder newspapers such as The Miami
Herald, The Philadelphia //j^'/wrerand The

and bibliography builders, a dictionary,
thesaurus, plus encyclopedia access.
Even highlight and make notes in
the margins of books. So you can
write better papers, easier and faster.
Hurry, sign up now for your free trial.

q u e s tOa
■

Better Papers. Faster.'"

www.questia.com

02001 Qucstia Media Amerfca, fnc Qucstia. the Oucstia logotype, and ‘Better
Papers Faster* are service marks oi Questia Media and ns affikates.
’Freeinaloffcrexpircsaf 1159PM PST,/^ini30.2001 Inlemciacccssartdaccept*
ance of ontine sUtscnber aijreemem required. See www.quesiia.com (or details.

“We’re sorry, but there’s nothing we
can do about it.”
I was given excuses ranging from
over-budgeting to miscommunication between deparnnents. Another
administrator outside that depart
ment told me if I could identify the
first person I talked to I would owe
nothing. Tlien the problem could be
solved. In other words, this went
from a financial matter to a game of
Suffolk University Clue.
Sure, I was given a chance to earn
work-study money to pay it off.
When a student works outside of
Suffolk, it’s tough to do work-study.
Maybe working the phone-a-thon
from 5 p.ni. until 10 p.m. everynight
would do the trick. I wonder if Suf
folk would reimburse me for the
classes I would fail.
In the end, I was made to pay the
money. Suffolk is always striving to
better itself and its departments, but
I learned a few things in this process:
Tire more things change, the more
they stay the same. Always remember
who you talk to in a department.
Don’t be afraid to call them out if
they screw up. And, if anyone at
Suffolk tells you they can help you
with one of your problems, don’t
hold your breath.
Miguel Peixoto
Class of 2001
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Buckcherry hits a Time
Bomb with new album
and catchy chorus is all the band needs to make
their new stuff memorable. The video for the
track (which MTV has barely touched) fea
Buckcherry are the saviors of real rock n’ tures the essence of fun that Steven Tyler of
roll and their new disc Time Bomb is proof Aerosmith clearly portrayed in the late 80s.
that they will carry the rock torch for some time
Time Bomb does not have many layers that
to come.
need to be listened to closely to discover, as
They burst onto the scene in spring of 1999 most of the new tunes are four minutes of
with their self-titled debut, fueled by the break completely in-your-face rock. The standout
through hit “Lit Up”
_________________ title track “Time Bomb”
and
the
old
school-style
-rn
scream
the
ballad “For The m1 77/WC^OWf) DOES NOT HAVE MANY hearsTodd
^^orus , “Life
ain’t in
noth-

By Chris Dwyer
Journal Contributor

me
Bill’s Bar
Big D and the Kids Table - Apr. 7
The Red Chord Apr. 9
Pictures of Gabriel Apr. 16
-

-

Middle East

ies.” After a mass of LAYERS NEED TO BE LISTENED TO hig but bitches and
touring that took them „ _
___ „
... money.” Buckcherry’s
almost completely CLOSELY TO DISCOVER, AS MOST OF

Alkaline Trio (U) Apr. 8
Arab Strap (D)
Apr. 11
Nada Surf (U) - Apr. 13
Rocket From the Crypt (D) - Apr. 15

around the world, the THE NEW TUNES OF COMPLETELY IN” be what it is without the
band convened in late
cAr'c
vulgarity that made Guns
2000 to work on their YOUR-PACE ROCK.
^

Paradise Rock Club

-

-

Semisonic - Apr. 10
Granddaddy - Apr. 25
Soulive
Apr. 26
Toadies - May 10
Placebo - May 26

sophomore effort,---------------------------------------------------------- cade ago. “Porno Star,”
a tune about none other than the “sex” in “sex,
Time Bomb. .
The new disc burns from the start with drugs, and rock n’ roll,” deserves the explicit
“Frontside,” a songclearlyreminiscentof the lyrics sticker on the front cover of the album.
sounds of late 80s era-Motley Criie. Joshua
In a world filled with testosterone-laden
Todd’s piercingvocalsblend perfectlywith the rap-rock, Buckcherry seem to be the ones who
tough guitars of Keith Nelson. On songs like is going to carry that torch dropped by Axl
“Fall” and “Underneath,” the driving rhythm Rose, among others, more than six years ago.
section ofbass player JB and drummer Devon With other new-era true rock bands like
Glenn give off a slight taste of punk flavor American Pearl and Marvelous 3, Buckcherry
without going over the top.
are going to save rock music and resurge the
Current single “ Ridin’ ” is clearly a song one attitude of the rock star ego. Time Bomb is a
could sink his or her teeth into. A rough hook good start to the year in rock.

-

Lilli’s Place
Amy Ray - Apr. 7
David J Apr. 12
Chasing Gray - Apr. 14
-

Like movies, music or theater?
Write for the Journal'.
suffolkjournal(@hotmail.com

XT THE Bears
Kitty in the Tree - Apr. 6
Seventeen - Apr. 7
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SGA approves $28,000
Beacon Yearbook budget
■ SGA

continued from Page 2

Lungelow said she was considering getting
autograph books or t-shirts with the year
books, but there is not enough in this year’s
budget.
The Beacon Yearbookbudget, along with
the SGA, Program Council and Club Alloca
tions Board budgets, were approved by the
Finance and Allocations Committee before
being presented to the board.
According to Travers, CAB is requesting
$65,000, with SGA asking for $25,350 and
PC asking for $73,650. Travers said the Fi
nance Committee agreed to allocate $ 195,000
for the four organizations. However, the bud
gets only add up to $192,000.
The SGA and CAB budgets were pre
sented, but the board did not vote on them,
after Corayer’s advice.
“ I really do feel it is in the best interest of the
board to see all the budgets before voting on
this,” she said. “I think it is in the best interest
of the board to not vote on this.”
“It is the finance and allocations job to go
over this and we unanimously approved them,”
Travers said.
SGA is decreasing their budget from
$27,800 to $25,350. Travers said the main
difference in SGA’s budget is the elimination
of the NACA and the leadership retreat.
The National Association for Campus
Activities conference costs the board $2,700
for four students to attend. Last year, the
board spent $3,200, including emergency and
miscellaneous funds.
Travers argued that the student leaders do
not learn any leadership skills on the retreat.
“We felt it was more of a social event and not
necessary,” he said. “We left $2,000 in the

11

Students hunt for more
housing opportunities

budget for leadership programming.”
SGA Vice President Carla Beaudoin dis
agreed with Travers.
“ I think this is a positive event that has our
itame attached. It would be a shame to take this
away,” she said. “It is whatyou put into it that
you get out of it. I would rather see suggestions
to improve it next year them get rid of it.”
Corayer said she would rather see an oncampus leadership activity. “By having it on
campus, we can avoid the negative aspects that
have occurred in the past,” she said, alluding to
the alcohol consumption on previous retreats.
SGA allocated $4,100 from the Spring
Initiatives budget for the Senior Week trip to
Medieval Manor. The trip is open to 180
seniors, and includes dinner and a show.
“ I don’t know if it’s best to spend the money
on events limited to the senior class,” she said.
Travers said that he is trying to make the
best Senior Week possible
“We’ve never had a Senior Week and if the
money is there, why not spend it, ” Travers said.
The Medieval Manor trip passed 12-6-3.
SGA members also nominated students
for executive board for next year. In order to
run for e-board, snidents must be a class
officer for at least a year, according to SGA
President Alayna Van Tassel.
Two of the e-board seats are uncontested,
with Class of2003 Representative Kim Duca
running as treasurer and Parliamentarian Steve
Fader as vice president.
Candidates for secretary include Class of
2002 Representative Sarah Ingemi, Class of
2004 Cheryl Core and Class of 2002 Repre
sentative Shelley Ciccia. Candidates for presi
dent include Beaudoin and Class of2002 Vice
President Ricardo Borgos. Speeches and vot
ing will be April 10.

■ HOUSING

continued from Page 1

The average rent for a two-bedroom
apartment in Boston is $1,300 to $1,700
per month, $900 to $1,150 for a onebedroom place and $750 to $900 per month
for a studio, according to Suffolk’s OffCampus Housing Office.
Suffolk has 506 total beds available in
the donns. The admissions office was given
250 beds to house incoming freshmen and
15 for incoming transfer students. Resident
advisers fill 14 beds, leaving 227 beds avail
able.
Of those 227 beds, all but 60 were

scooped up by current freshmen, who re
ceived priority under the new system.
The Off-Campus Housing Office, a use
ful resource for students conducting a hous
ing search, is experiencingan especially busy
time of year, said Susan Leyva, coordinator
for off-campus housing.
Since students recently realized their lot
tery number would not give them a bed in
university housing, over 50 students have
wandered into her office seeking infonnation on living off-campus. And she expects
this increase as the semester winds to a close.
nie departmentwillhost two off-campus
housingsearch weekends: June 22 to 24, and
July 20 to 22.

Students ponder 301
■ SGIENCE

continued from Page 1

Walter Johnson, chair of the physics de
partment, agreed. “These days, topics of sci
ence touch everybody’s lives, no matter what
your major is, or what you wind up doing
later,” Johnson said. “You can’t pick up The
Boston Globeox The New York Times, or any
paper these days without reading about global
warming or strange weather patterns or the
cloning of humans.”
Former computer science major Richard
Limone has no complaints about that aspect
of the class. “When you’re a computer science
major, you’re already taking ten computer
courses. Then they want you to study about
changing technology when you’re doing that in
your other ten courses,” he said.
Public relations major Tara Judge found
the class did not have a clear objective and the

topics covered were too hroad. “ I think science
is interesting, but the class was a complete waste
of time,’’she said.
Judge believed the class would be a more
positive experience if it was structured more
narrowly.
“The teacher would ask at the beginning of
class, ‘what is science’ and that is what we would
discuss for two and a half hours,” she contin
ued. “One week we talked about DNA and the
next week we talked about bulimia.”
Lewis argued the need for diversity in courses
is applicable for all majors. “All science majors
have to take a full set of core requirements in
the liberal arts, but non-science majors, before
this course, had to take only one, two-semester
course,” she said.
“If scientists did not know the liberal arts,
they’d be the poorer for it,” Lewis continued.
“The converse is also true.”

Experience Boston University's excellence this summer
with our more than 550 classes ranging from the traditional
to the innovative. Join us to explore a new
interest, earn course credit, or accelerate your studies.
SESSION 1: May 22-June 30
SESSION 2: July3-August 11
12-WEEK SESSION: May22-August 11

617/353-6000
summer@bu.edu
www.bu.edu/summer

BOSTON UNIVERSITY is BOSTON'S UNIVERSITY

BOSTON
UNIVERSITY
SUMMERTERM
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S P O RT S
Tennis dealt loss to J&W

Rams
softball
pummels
UMassBos. 17-1

By Andrea Leishman
Journal Staff

Offense comes alive,
smashes 17 hits
Lance Morganelli - Journal Staff

“We

definitely

picked

it up as far as our

bats are

CONCERNED... EVERYBODY CAME BACK REFRESHED AND READY

Men’s tennis continues to be plagued by
inexperience and cancelled matches, but shows
signs of improvement each time they get on the
court.
LastTliursday’s 3-6 loss to Gordon College
was close, according to Coach Len Polacco.
“Itwas well-played, and it could have easily
turned in our favor,” Polacco said. “The team
has inexperience in close situations.”
Winning a point for Suffolk was first singles
Michael Blake. He remains undefeated after
his exciting three set win (6-0,4-6, 7-6).
“Michael played a tough match and pulled
through 7-6 in a tiebreaker,” said Polacco. “ He
continues to impress.”
Another win was David Onessimo at fifth
singles (6-1, 6-4). Itwas his first at Suffolk.
“ David is coming on strong, ” Polacco com

mented. “ He only played doubles in high school
but plays singles and doubles at Suffolk.”
Sixth singles Isaac Stahl captured the third
point for Suffolk (6-4,6-4). Itwas also his first
win at here.
“Isaac is an athlete who fights for every
point,” Polacco said. “He is a welcome addi
tion to the team.”
Polacco pointed out that the more the
team plays, the better they will become.
“They will 1 earn how to play points,” Polacco
continued. “The matches keepget closer every
time.”
Polacco added that the team just acquired
two new players who he hopes will make a
helpful contribution to the team.
The men’s match against Western New
England College was postponed last Saturday
due to inclement weather. They are now pre
paring for Wednesday’s match atSalve Regina
University.

TO PLAY... Today we thought more about making the play
INSTEAD OF MAKING THE MISTAKE”
By David Maratea
Journal Staff
The Suffolk women’s softball team was
riding high lastTliursday after theypummeled
University of Massachusetts at Boston 17-1.
Senior captain Holly Stasiowski led the
offensive explosion, going 5 for 5, with three
doubles, two singles, three runs scored, and five
RBI.
■
Freshman Sheila Sinclair provided the other
bulk of the Rams run production, getting five
RBI, after going 2 for 3 with a grand slam.
Between their runs scored and RBI’s,
Stasiowski and Sinclair provided the Rams
with 15 of the 17 runs that they scored.
Head coach Elaine Schwager said that she
was impressed with the play by her freshman.
“After we got back from Florida, Sheila
knew what she needed to work on .She knew
that she needed to swing that bat more aggres
sively and that most of the problems she was
having were mental. She really showed her
aggressiveness and stayed focused the whole
game,’’ said Schwager.
Freshman Jennifer Harrington, playing in
her first game at Suffolk, went 2 for 3, with a
triple. Senior Jennifer Covino pitched well,
only giving up three hits and a walk.
This game showed what the Rams are ca
pable of doing. If they do everything that they
are coached to do then this success will not be
a rarity.
Everything that Schwager told her players
they needed to work on after their experience

- CAPT. KATHLEEN TOLSON

in Florida was apparently taken to heart.
Schwager said that they needed to swing the
bats more aggressively. They produced 17 hits.
Schwager preached the importance of playing
errorless softball. They showed that in this
game by playing exceptional in the field.
“We definitely picked it up as far as our bats
are concerned,” said captain Kathleen Tolson.
“ I think after the week off everybody came back
refreshed and ready to play. People played
with more confidence. Today we thought more
about making the play instead of making the
mistake. That attinide helped us.”
Maybe those mental practices that Schwager
runs do workwonders, suggested Tolson.
“The mental practices bring us together as
a team. Tliey allow us to focus on what we need
to do positively and they are improving us as a
team,” added Tolson.
Schwager said that she was happy with the
play of the team, but that she wants it to stay
consistent.
Schwager added, “I hope that we can keep
playing aggressive and keep the errors down so
that we can continue this success. I want us to
keep working hard and to be prepared for
every game like we were for this one.”
Tolson added, “We need to have the atti
tude that we can beat anybody around. As
long as we play like we are capable of playing,
we shouldn’t have a problem.”
The Rams hope to continue their success
onTlnirsday when they hostSimmons College
at 3:00 p.m. Awinningstreakwould be a great
way for the Rams to forget Florida.

Sports Writers Wanted for

The Suffolk Journal
Contact David at The Suffolk Journal
PhoneNumber: (617)573-8323
Email: suffolkjoumal@hotmail.com

S.O.U.L.S. 4***
ANNUAL SERVICE
DAT

Interested in
volunteering
your time? On
April 6*. 2001
you can be
one of the many
Suffolk University
students to participate
in the fourth annual

Suffolk Sports This Week
Fri. 4/6
Sat. 4/7
Sun. 4/8
Wed. 4/11
Tliurs. 4/5
Fri. 4/6
Sat. 4/7
Sun. 4/8
Mon. 4/9
Tue. 4/10
Wed. 4/11
Fri. 4/6
Wed. 4/11

3:30 p.m. Baseball (Home) vs. Wheaton
12:00 p.m. Baseball (Home) vs. Norwich(2)
12:00 p.m. Baseball @ Southern Vermont (2)
1:00 p.m. Baseball @ WNEC (2)
3:00 p.m. Softball (Home) vs. Simmons
6:00 p.m. Softball vs. S. Vermont @ Vernon
8:00 p.m. vs. Albertus @ Vernon
10:00 a.m. Softball vs. Norwich @ Vernon
2:00 p.m. Softball vs. St. Jospeph’s @ Vernon
2:00 p.m. Softball vs. WNEC @ Vernon
4:00 p.m. Softball @ Babson
3:00 p.m. Softball (Home) vs. Danial Webster
3:00 p.m. Softball @ Framingham
3:00 p.m. Tennis (Home) vs. Wentworth College
3:00 p.m. Tennis (Home) vs. Nichols College

SERVICE DAY.
Join us for the S.O.U.L.S.l
Sffltvice Day
CELEBRA'nON
dinner too!

WORK AT ANY OF THE FOLLOWING SITES:
(Offered during AM & PM)

□ Aids Action Ck)mmittee
Q
□

Boston Senior Home Care
Prison Book Program

Registration Forms are
available at the S.O.U.L.S.
office at Donahue 537. For more
infomuntion call Yvette ’
Velez at (612)305-6306.

(Offered during PM Only)
□ Ellis Memorial
□ Paulist Center
Q JumpStait Service Site
a Ul’ Brothers, Friends of
the Elderly ’

